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cutlery interruptus features the party
forced to battle the temple priest and his
guard. poledouris provides robust and
primal action writing propelled by a
pounding timpani percussion line joined
by tuba, bass, a string ostinato and
metallic percussive accents. at 1:58 we
segue into akiros magic where he
engages and wins a magical duel with the
temple priest. spritely woodwinds, a
string sustain and an at times comic-light-
hearted underscore for the scene. the cue
concludes with fragmentary statements
of conans theme that emerge from the
melodic line as the party successfully
escapes. conan's friend jehnna was, in
fact, still alive. the battle ensued, but at
the very end, she used her magical
abilities to heal conan and his friends of
their wounds, and they were about to
fight the newly returned dagoth. jehnna,
however, was captured by dagoth. before
he could sacrifice her, conan and his
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friends intervened, and led a successful
attack on the dungeon. they then lead the
attack on dagoth's palace. conan and his
friends managed to fight and slay the
rampaging dagoth, and jehnna was
saved. however, their efforts were not
enough to save the kingdom of shadizar,
and they returned to cimmeria. around
this time, the wachowskis were brought in
to direct the second conan film. in april
2008, the wachowskis submitted a draft
to the studio, which was met with
enthusiasm. however, the wachowskis
later withdrew from the project, citing
creative differences with the studio. it is
unclear whether or not all of the other
conan films planned after the 1982 film
would have been made. in the original
script, a planned third conan film was
titled king conan: the dragon's blade, and
would have been about a rogue
cimmerian, kalid bahram, who would
have been an antihero, rather than a
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heroic character. this film never got
made, but a script was written by andy
serkis. the script was also rewritten by
john milius.
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as they pass through the gates, there is a
slow pan around the court with the

camera rotating to show the audience the
now more familiar shadizar skyline. the

music continues as the pair are marched
through the side gate, into the great hall
where we see a crowd mill around. the
music continues as conan is brought

before a dais. conan is sat in a high seat
looking down on the small crowd. as he is
surrounded by the representative council,

we hear an ominous brass instrument
which is played later in the film. a ring is
placed on conan's finger and the crowd is
ushered away. the music continues as we

see conan is ushered into the throne
room and presented to queen taramis

and king conan as he is led into the room.
conan is sat in the chair, his hands are

placed on the arms of the chair, as a bell
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is rung and the camera rotates around
him, showing the council of shadizar. as

conan is taken to the tower, with the view
from behind the camera rotating over his

shoulder, the music continues. as the
camera pans across the cliffs, we hear
the call to arms music, which is heard

throughout the film. in the tower there is
a small orchestra of a bass and piccolo

trumpet, oboe, clarinet and bassoon. this
continues as conan is told to get out his
weapons and blades and is shown the

weapons of shadizar. the music continues
as conan is shown the various chests of
shadizar and taken to a small chamber

where he is shown a large chest and told
to open it. conan is shown a jade sceptre

and a white ebony dagger. as conan is led
into the great hall, the music continues as

we see the crowd gathered, with the
camera slowly rotating around the room.
the music continues as conan is led to the

throne, as the camera is slowly panned
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from behind the dais. when we reach the
side of the dais, the music continues as

conan is presented to the council of
shadizar, as he is crowned. 5ec8ef588b
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